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The author wishes to thank all those club leaders
interviewed in connection with the collection of Material for this
thesis^ without ^ose cooperation the thesis could have never been
written. The writer acknowledges also the assistance of George Hantgan,
Director of Activities at the Hecht House, for his invaluable aid
rendered in the preparation of this thesis*
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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
Since in most of our Group Work agencies. Friendship Groups
are an integral part of the agency, it is extremely important to have
some understanding of the group. There are many hypotheses connected
with Friendship Groups that have been generally accepted. An attempt
will be made to test some of these hypotheses for validity and to see
what essential elements really make up the Friendship Group. From the
knowledge of what constitutes a Friendship Group, agencies will be able
to decide more readily whether this type of grouping fits into its
function and in general be able to do a more effective job.
The hypotheses to be tested in this thesis were suggested by
Professor Bernstein, of the Boston University School of Social Work.
Although there may be other hypotheses concerning the Friendship Group,
the following will be under study in this thesis:
1. The age range tends to be from
thirteen to twenty.
2. It is a one sex group.
3. Admission tends to be closed - new
members must have approval of present
members.
4. It tends to be a homogeneous group in regard
to age, religion, nationality, color, economic
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2level, school, school grade, intelligence
and neighborhood.
It is incapable of absorbing differences.
5. Loyalty to the group is stronger in boys'
clubs than in girls' clubs.
6* Program tends to be limited and built arovind
social and athletic programs.
7. The group is used as a medium for co-ed
activities.
8. It resists contacts with outside groups.
METHOD
Four different types of agencies were chosen from which the
Friendship Groups were selected for study. The four agencies selected
were the lynn Jewish Community Center, the Hecht House in Dorchester,
The Norfolk Houee Center in Roxbiary, and the Young Men's Christian
Association in Boston. The factors that were kept in mind before any
agency was selected were:
1. The agency should be known as one that
attempts to use the group work method.
2. The agency should be typical of similar
kinds of agencies in size, clientele
served, program offered and standards
of performance.
5. The agency should have some interest in
research and have a professional approach.
Other factors kept in mind were that the agencies should be
varied in type, and that the program include varied economic distributions
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and contain all age groups. It will be noted that the four agencies
include one Jewish agency, an agency with a Jewish and settlement
house orientation, a settlement house and one all-boys ' club program
that has an unique organizational structure. In selecting these four
agencies, the writer attempted to get a cross section of all kinds of
youth serving agencies that existed in the greater Boston area, that
had Friendship Groups in operation.
The groups that were selected for study from each agency
were suggested by a staff member in consultation with student only
after there was a sound understanding of what a Friendship Group was
and what its component elements were. The following definition
presented by Professor Bernstein (of the Boston University School of
Social Work) was used as a guide by the staff member in presenting
clubs to the student for study in relation to this thesis*
The distinguishing characteristic of the Friendship or
Natural Group is the fact that it is originally formed
and is held together by friendship. It can have all sorts
of specific interests and activities, but the fundamental
cohesiveness derives from the desire of the members to be
with each other, to do things together.
The Friendship Group is "natural" in the sense that it
tends to develop spontaneously in neighborhoods, schools
and other settings and it is usvially not formed by group
workers. It is the typical "crowd" or "gang." A large
number of such groups reach a point where the members want
to organize and formalize their existence as a social imit.
This step may lead to a name, symbols such as jackets and
rings, the election of officers, a constitution, dues, etc.
In many instances, the group or club will approach a group
work agency to obtain a room for meetings, to use its
facilities (gymnasium, swimming pool, etc.) and to make
contacts with the other sex. Usvially agencies insist on
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appointing an adult leader for the group. The latter is
frequently hesitant about accepting a stranger into the
intimacies of their friendships and the members may fear
that the alien adult with threaten their control over their
own activities.
The meetings of the Friendship Group (usually occurCing
once a week) are only segments of its stream of life. The
group tends to be the primary, if not the exclusive, social
expression of the members and the association outside of
the agency is typically far greater in terms of time than
the hours spent within it.
The material was obtained in personal interviews with
leaders. Pains were taken to reassure the leaders, to keep the
subjective element to a minimum. The student was also careful not
to try to direct or channelize any remarks made by leaders and to
record them as stated without any distortion.
Before the interview the pxirpose of the thesis was explained
to each leader. In addition, we pointed out very carefully that they
as leaders were not being evalviated and neither was their club, through
the information given to the questionnaire. A number of leaders
felt a great deal more secure to respond to the interview idien it
was pointed out to them that in the writing of the thesis the informa-
tion given would be disguised and not connected with any specific
club. We do feel that through this type of interpretation and
security given to the leader that his information was volunteered on
a highly objective level. The schedule used for the interview will
be found at the end of this thesis
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In this thesis twenty Friendship Groups were chosen for
stiidy* Eight groups were selected from the Heoht House, three from
the I^nn Jewish Community Center, three from the Norfolk House Center,
and six from the Young Men’s Christian Association. Fourteen of the
groups studied consisted of male members and six of female members.
There were no groups studied of male and female members. Eighteen
of the twenty clubs studied had leaders.
The the writing of any thesis one is bo\md to come up against
some obstacles and limitations. It was our original intention to
select five groups from each agency, but it was foxind necessary to
take more groups from some agencies and fewer from others, due to
circumstances beyond our control. For example, idien we originally
approached The Norfolk House Center, there were only three P^iendship
Groups in operation there at the time. From the Lynn Jewish Community
Center, we were able to arrange only three interviews due to the
distance of the agency said inability to meet with other leaders. Two
of the three groups that were selected from the Lynn Jewish Community
Center did not have leaders and therefore one of the officers of the
club was interviewed. We felt justified in these two particular cases
to interview the indigenous leader, for at one time the clubs did have
a regular leader and in addition, since each person interviewed was
around twenty-five years of age, we felt that he would be capable of
answering the questions intelligently said objectively. Although
these clubs did not have leaders, they were meeting at the Lynn Jewish
*io^ nqiioit! tjtdaba^if't '{;d‘nein,+ ttlsod& nl
fw>tl eo'xH;^ ,«»biioH ^riioeH eriJ' nioy. M^’Oct-Xae anew Kqoonj; .+rf8iJI .xX«/;fa
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Community Center and were members of the agency# In addition, they
were receiving some guidance from the staff members whenever they
requested it*
Bight clubs were selected from the Hecht House because the
student was doing his field work there at the time the thesis was
being written, and interviews could be more conveniently arranged*
It will be obsei^ed that in this thesis an uneven number of
boys’ clubs and girls’ clubs were studied* This resulted from the
fact that certain agencies were selected from iidiich to draw the
Friendship Groups and these particular sex groups were in operation
there at the time*
The clubs studied were also of different duration, some having
been started only this year, and therefore their activities would tend
to be limited* However, the majority of clubs studied were in
existence a number of years and their activities were covered for a
fifteen month span.
In the case of those clubs selected from the Young Men’s
Christian Association, it was necessary to study those clubs under
the extension program, rather than those meeting in the building*
Basically these PViendship Groups contain the same elements of any
other Friendship Group with the exception that they do not meet in
the Young Men's Christian Association building. These clubs all have
a leader*
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Even with some of the minor limitations mentioned, we feel
that the material presented in this thesis gives us a good pictvire and
understanding of the elements that make up a Friendship Group and the
type of program that it carries on.
In the presentation of the material contained in this thesis.
clubs will be mentioned only by a letter and no connection between
club and letter will be disclosed. Since basically in this thesis
we are concerned with the testing of hypotheses rather thsin the
club evaluation, we feel that this procedvire was justified and also
protects those clubs which did not want their activities identified
for one reason or another. The following is a list of clubs and
their leaders interviewed in the preparation of this thesis*
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Ihe questions we shall concern ourselves with in this thesis
in regard to the Friendship Group are the following:
1* Ts the age range from thirteen to twenty?
2* Is it a one sex group?
3* Does the admission tend to be closed?
4. Does it tend to be a homogeneous group?
Is it incapable of absorbing differences?
5. Is loyalty to the group stronger in boys'
clubs than in girls' clubs?
6* Does the program tend to be limited and
built arovmd social and athletic programs?
7. Is the group used as a medium for co-ed
activity?
8* Does it resist contacts with outside groups?
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CHAPTER II
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE AGENCIES INVOLVED
lymi Jewish Comnitmity Center
The Lynn Jewish Coinmvinity Center located at 18-24 City
Hall Square is affiliated with the National Jewish Welfare Board.
Its purpose is to promote the intellectual, moral, social and
physical welfare of its members, to develop a deep sense of civic
responsibility, to further racial and religious understanding and
encourage rich Jewish interest in its program.
An active club and activities program is offered to the
youth, mainly at night. There is not much of an afternoon program
for school age children because the Jewish commvmity supporting the
Center send their children to Hebrew schools at that time. However,
on Friday afternoons, vdien Hebrew school is not in session, there is
a concentrated and coordinated program of activities.
Activities include the use of a large gymnasium, game room
and lounge, printing photography, scout cabin, library, dramatics,
and dancing. There are also many club meetings. There are fifteen
activity groups, emd twenty club groups within the seven to eighteen
year rtinge. Attendance in these groups averages from twelve to
twenty children.
The clubs are led by volunteers, while the activities are
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led by part-time paid workers. Supervision of the leaders is by
the Director of Activities, and is based on records, individual
conferences, and group meetings. Most of the leaders do not have
much formal group work training. In addition to an Executive Director,
the staff includes a Director of Activites and a Director of Physical
Education
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The Norfolk House Center
The Norfolk House Center is located on John Eliot Square
in Roxbury, and was established in 1941* Today it has more than
seven hundred and fifty members ranging from the age of three to
seventy-five years. This membership makes up a big melting pot as
many nationalities said religions are represented.
On the staff are seven full time professional people,
seventeen resident workers, seventeen non-resident part-time people,
and forty-two volunteers. Each year a large resident staff of graduate
students participate in the program and social action efforts of the
House. Some of the activities offered to its membership are:
Nursery School, Play School, G^mnasixmi, Playgroxinds, Scout Program,
Jfenual Arts Shop, Library, Cooking School, Art Club, Nat\ire,
Dramatics, Music, Sewing, Dressmaking, Canteen, Dancing, Mothers*
Club, Discussion, Over Sixty-five Club, Tours to Musexm, Crafts Clubs,
Eye Clinic, Neighborhocd Counseling, etc.
The Norfolk House Center is affiliated with the Boston
Federation of Settlements.
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Young Men’s Christian Association
In its service to the youth of sixty-seven coxintries around
the world, the Young Men's Christian Association is in touch with all
racial communities and serves persons of every color and religious
creed* From the time of the founding of the Y. M. C. A* in North
America, its membership has been composed predominantly of white
persons but its services, almost from the beginning, have been
extended to all racial groups*
The Y* M. C* A* is located near Symphony Hall* The Y* M. C, A.
does not serve any neighborhood as such, but serves the whole city
within a radius of ten miles* There are four departments comprising
the Boys' Division, with its age group from nine to sixteen, the
Youth Division comprising both boys and girls from seventeen to
twenty, the Recreation and Health Department, with adults from age
eighteen up, and the General Program Department*
On July 1» 1946, following the recommendations of the
Greater Boston Community Project Committee, the Roxbury Extension
Program or project vras initiated* A staff worker was selected by the
Metropolitan Community Boys' Branch of the Boston Y. M. C. A* who was
to work in the Roxbury area but out of the Huntington Avenue office*
In order to give focus to the work, the branch was to
address its efforts to the service of boys from approximately twelve
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to twenty years of age* It was believed that many neighborhood boys’
gangs or neighborhood groups in this part of the area would consist
of mixed racial or cultural personnel. It would then be their intent
to provide inspiring adult leaders to these groups, enrich the group
programs and increase the ties that bind the group together*
The Boston Y* M. C* A* carries out the following functions*
1* Organizes group programs with a wide variety
of activities and services* social events,
discussions and lecttires, sports and
athletics, crafts, dramatics, music,
health education, religious activities,
housing accommodations*
2* Provides individual counseling*
3* Operates service buildings with varied
equipment and services for boys, young
people and adults*
4* Operates camps*
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The Heoht House
The Heoht House, located at 160 American Legion Highway,
Dorchester, is affiliated with the National Federation of Settlements
and the Jewish Welfare Board, Its purpose is to promote the intellectual,
moral, social and physical welfare of its members, to develop a deep
sense of civic responsibility, to further racial and religious under-
standing, and to encourage rich Jewish interest in its program.
Its membership is open to boys and girls, men and women of
all ages, and comes from all parts of Greater Boston but Hecht House
serves chiefly the Roxbury, Dorchester, Mattapan area. Within a
radius of about one and one-half miles lives the largest Jewish
community in Boston, about seventy thousand. Starting with its
Nursery School of fifty-eight children, ages two to four and one-half,
its age groupings are Juniors, thirteen years sind under; Intermediate,
fourteen to seventeen years inclusive; and Senior and adults, eighteen
years and over, with annual membership dues of one, two, and three
dollars respectively. The community school of religion with member-
ship of five hundred children holds Sunday School classes throughout
the school season, and several veterans and family groups meet
regularly on a rental basis,
Hecht House day begins at 8:30 a,m, with Nursery School.
Staff includes a director, three teachers, three assistant teachers,
a cook and pediatrician, three students from the Nursery Training
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School, and several mothers' helpers from Parents* group. Fees are
on the sliding scale. Fifty-eight children are divided into three
age groups. The program is based on the individual needs of the
children as members of the group, and is flexible because a child
\inder six cannot tolerate formal programming, but there is enough
planned activity so children get a certain amount of security. At
3^30, activities for primary and elementary school children include
gymnasium, arts and crafts, music, sewing, dramatics, play group,
story telling, gsune room, woodwork shop science, scouts, cubs and
brownies, orchestra; each child is interviewed by a professional staff
worker. There is an evening program (except Friday nights) for
high school youth, young adults and adults. Programming for sixty
odd clubs and unaffiliated members operates democratically through an
intermediate and senior council representing all age groups from
thirteen to twenty-five. Program staff includes director of activities,
two assistants, and thirty part-time paid workers and several volimteer
staff workers
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CHAPTER III
IS THE AGE RANGE FROM THIRTEEN TO T’.^EHTY?
TABLE NTJIABER I
AGE RANGES OF TWBl'JTY FRIENDSHIP GROUPS
Name of Club Age Ranges
Boys * Clubs
C 13 - 15
D - 16
F l9 - 20
G JIT - 17
I 23 - 25
J 23 - 28
N STT - 16
M 5 - 8
P 9 - 15
P JIT - 18
Q 9 - 12
R 12 - 14
S 13 - 16
T 12 - 15
Girls' Clubs
A 12 - 13
B 13 - 14
E 5TT - 17
H 15 - 17
L 15 - 16
N 8 - 9
Shows clubs with age ranges from thirteen to twenty
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According to Table Numer I on page 16, we find eleven out
of twenty groups falling between the ages of thirteen to twenty*
As previously mentioned in a definition of a Friendship
Group by Professor Bernstein, on pages 3 and 4, "The Friendship Group
is "natural” in the sense that it tends to develop spontaneously in
neighborhoods, schools and other settings and is usually not formed
by group workers*"
Clubs M and N were started in the following manner:
Club M*
The leader from the agency concerned approached a group of
boys of this age, who were always seen playing together, and asked
them if they would like to form a club and use the agency as a place
in which to hold their meetings*
The leader pointed out to us that this group was looked upon
as being mischievous in the eyes of the community and it was felt
that the formation of such a club would not only benefit the boys
themselves but the commxinity as a whole*
The group reacted favorably towards this request and formed
into a club although the significance of a club in itself had very
little meaning to them*
These boys enjoy being and playing together to such an extent
that no new members are admitted to the club* We find the boys of
this club all of one religion, nationality, color, school, financial
standing of families, and all living within a few streets of each other*
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Club N.
Club N, with an age range of seven to nine, was started in
the following manner: a staff member of the agency concerned
observed a very aggressive and disturbing girl in the agency who,
she felt, was somewhat maladjusted. This girl did not belong to any
club in the agency and it was felt that much of her abnormal behavior
could be overcome if she had a club to belong to. The staff member
approached this girl and asked her if she would not like to get some
of her friends together and form a club. Ihey were told that the
members could meet in the agency and would also be provided with a
leader.
The girl was very receptive to the idea and from her own
neighborhood brought together a number of her friends and formed a
club.
If we eliminate these unusual groups. Clubs M and N, we
find that eleven out of eighteen groups fall between the ages of
thirteen to twenty, for a percentage of 61^.
We therefore conclude that there is a slight tendency for
the age range to be between thirteen and twenty.
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CHAPTER IV
IS IT A ONE SEX GROUP?
As indicated in Table Number II irtiich follows, these
friendship Groups studied consisted of members of one sex* We
therefore conclude that the Friendship Group is a one sex group*
TABLE NUMBER IT
SEXES FOUND IN TVyENTY FRIENDSHIP CLUBS
Sex Number Clubs Found In
!&le 14
Female 6
Mixed 0
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CHAPTER V
DOES ADMISSION TO THE GROUP TEND TO BE CLOSED?
By a closed group we refer to one in which the membership
controls admission of new members. In a close group staff members
are not free to refer members who are desirable.
In an open group we refer to a group in which the member-
ship does not control admission of the new members. In this group
staff members are free to refer members who are desirable.
In Table Number III, page 21, we find that sixteen of the
Friendship Groups studied are closed groups and four are open groups.
In these sixteen clubs a vote was necessary to gain
admission. In most of the sixteen clubs at least a majority vote
of approval by the club members was necessary. Four of the clubs
required a four week probation period before a member could even
be voted on.
We therefore conclude that the admission to Friendship
Group tends to be closed and new members must have approval of
present members.
Not only does admission to the group tend to be closed
but it also tends to be limited.
It is interesting to note that in six of the sixteen clubs,
there was failure to accept a member for admission into the club.
*
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TABLE NUMBER III
ADMISSION TO FRIENDSHIP GROUPS
Name of Club Closed Group Open Group
Boys' Clubs
C X
D X
X
G X
I X
J X
E X
M X
0 X
P X
Q X
R X
S X
T X
Girls' Clubs
A X
B X
B X
H X
L X
N X
Number of closed groups
Number of open groups
16
4
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The reasons given for the non-acceptance of the members into the
club by the leaders were as follows*
1. Suspension from another club.
2. To young.
3. Had nothing to contribute.
4. Too lazy.
5. Bad character.
6. Lived too far away from the rest of members.
7* Too quiet.
8. Trouble maker.
9. Too "snobbish"
10. Too conceited.
11. Did not agree with point of view of other members.
At first there was a rush to get new members. Anyone could
bring a friend down to a meeting and the prospective member would be
voted in, without much thought being given to how he would fit into
the club. After a few months of usxaally open membership policy, the
group began to show signs of measviring prospective members by a set
of standards that reflected their own backgroxmds and their growing
cohesiveness. Sometimes a limit is set on the maximum number of
members to bo accepted and then the members become much more selective
in their acceptance of others as members.
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CHAPra VI
DOES THE FRIENDSHIP GfROUP TEND TO BE HOMOGENEOUS
IN REGARD TO AGE, RELIGION, NATIONALITY, COLOR,
SCHOOL, GRADE, INTELLIGENCE, RANGE OF FAMILY
INCOME, AND NEIGHBORHOOb OF ITS MEMBER^
All questions asked of the leader in regard to these specific
points were based on factual niaterial. However, the question in
regard to intelligence was on a subjective level. The leader was
asked to rate an individual's intelligence solely upon the leader's
judgment of tiie person in relation to his or her chronological age.
A person was to be rated as above average intelligence, average
intelligence, or below average intelligence. Because of various
elements involved we cannot regard the results as being highly signi-
ficant. However, it is interesting to note the results, keeping in
mind the method used to obtain them. We realize a much more accurate
method would have been to subject each member to a battery of tests
•
However, for the purpose of this thesis, it was not doomed advisable
or practical.
In a few cases a number of the points covered were not
known by the leader but since twenty leaders were interviewed, we
feel that we obtained sufficient information to make a significant
contribution to the general question of homogeneity of members in
Friendship Groups.
Table Number IV on pages 24 and 25 gives the component
elements of each Friendship Group.
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According to Table Niimber IV on pages 24 and 25, we find
that the R-iendship Group does tend to be a homogeneous type of
grouping.
In the twenty clubs studied, twelve of them had members of
the same religion. All twenty of the clubs had members of the same
nationality and seventeen clubs had members of the same color.
In regard to schools attended in only one club did all the
members attend the same school. Likewise in only one club did we
find the members in the same grade in school.
Thirteen of the leaders answered the question in regard to
range of family income and it was found that nine of the parents of
the members were in the same range of income.
In regard to intelligence of the members in only one club
were all the members deemed to be of the same intelligence. However,
in the other clubs, although there was a range of intelligence, more
than eighty per cent of the members of those clubs were placed in the
same category. This would indicate that even boys and girls of the
same intelligence tend to want to be together.
In twelve of the clubs we found the members' homes to be
within one-fourth of a mile from each other# in two clubs, within
one-half milej in four clubs within one mile, and two clubs within
two miles of each other.
In the Boston school system, most of the high schools are
specifically geared to a particular course and therefore it is
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understandable iihy the clubs with mostly high school members would be
attending a nvonber of different high schools*
Other sources bring out the point that the Friendship Group
tend to be homogeneous
:
In the Friendship Group members have
generally the same common background
which makes for a homogeneous group
facing similar social and economic
problems.^
Boys and girls of the same age tend to
stay together* Among other things this
must be due to the fact that tastes vary
with an age and that boys and girls of
the same age are likely to have the same
tastes. Several studies have shown that
there is a tendency among boys and girls
to seek companions of other boys and
girls of the same degree of intelligence
as themselves* All members are apt to
come from the same neighborhood and be
within one or two grades of each other
in school*^
It has been reported by studies that
similarity in intelligence are important
characteristics of friends*^
1* Paul K. Weinandy, Proceedings of the National Conference of
Social Work, ’’The Natvural Group", 1936, Page 242.
2* Paul Ftirey, The Gang Age
,
N* Y*, Macmillan Co., 1926, page 137.
3* Hedley S. Demock, Rediscovering the Adolescent, N. Y*
Associated Press, page 98*
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Is the Friendship Group incapable of absorbing differences?
As pointed out, eight of the clubs have members of
different religions and three of these clubs have members of different
color* These we consider to be of major difference among the members*
In addition, there is one club with all white members led
by a colored individual, and one club with all colored members led
by a ?diite individual*
We have found, however, that the above clubs have been
fvinctioning very smoothly, and it has not affected the relationship
of the members or the club program.
We therefore conclude that the Friendship Group is not
incapable of absorbing differences*
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CHAPTER VII
IS LOYALTY TO THE GROUP STRONGER
IN BOYS’ CLUBS THAN IN GIRLS' CLUBS?
This question is a rather difficult one to answer. However,
we do feel that by covering the following points, some indication can
be given as to which sex produces the greater amount of lojralty to
its clubs:
1. Signs of extreme loyalty as indicated by
leader.
2. Appearance of insignia and rituals.
3. Frequency of meetings.
4. Number of cancelled meetings.
5. Number in club and number usually
attending meetings.
It is duly recognised that the seasonal
course of a club from month to month has
its rises and falls in vitality and
esprit de corps and club leaders have made
much of periodic rallies with a whole
repetory of morale-creating devices,
tableaus, ritxaals, uniforms and symbols,
all variously appealing to sentiments of
group solidarity.^
The purpose of the ritual is to solemnise,
dignify and crystalize an experience of a
club member. The important element in the
ceremony is this experience at the heart of
it - never its form. Unless it provides a
significant experience, ritual has no meaning.
4. Alfred D. Sheffield, Training for Group Experience,
N. Y., 1927, page 17.
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No ritual copied from a manual or
another club's program can have the
personal meaning of one created by a
group of boys working together*^
In eleven of the fourteen boys' clubs studied, mention was
made by the leader of some definite examples of loyalty shown by the
members to the club. Some of the examples given were as follows:
1* Members coming early to a meeting to
set up a room.
2. Visiting of sick club members.
3. Sending cards, gifts, letters etc. to
sick club members.
4. Continuation of club after it changed
its affiliation from one agency to
another
•
5. Married members' regular attendance
at meetings.
6. Recommending fellow club members for jobs.
7. Hiring fellow club members for jobs.
In two of the six girls' clubs studied mention was made
by the leader of some definite examples of loyalty shown by the
members to the club. Some of the examples given were as follows:
1. Resentment towards other clubs trying
to copy organizational structtire.
2. Continuation of the sale of raffle tickets
during summer months when club was not meeting.
3. Cancellations of other functions to attend
club meetings.
5. George B. Corwin and Ruth Layton, Introduction to Group
Leadership, N. Y. Associated Press, 1943, page 40.
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Tables Nximber V and VI, on page 32, show that the
girls’ attendance was 91*3^ in contrast to 79.8?S for the boys'
attendsmce at meetings. We must remember, however, that the boys'
clubs represent a much older age group and it is natural to expect
that attendance would be lower becavise of the fact that a large
number of the club members would be working and attending colleges
and find it difficult to attend meetings. Club F with an age
range of nineteen to twenty had a 67^ attendance; Club I with
an age range of twenty-three to twenty-five had a 73^ attendance;
and Club J with an age range of twenty-three to twenty-eight had
a 71% attendance.
Table Number VII on page 34 shows the different insignia
of each club. In eight of the fourteen boys' clubs there was some
form of insignia. In three of the six girls' clubs there was some
form of insignia.
In relation to the frequency of meetings, in the boys'
clubs ten of the fourteen clubs met once a week, two met once
every two weeks, and one met twice a week and another met once a
month. The club that met once a month is forced to do so because a
number of the members are working and attending colleges out of town.
In six of the girls' clubs we found the clubs holding
meetings once a week.
In both boys' and girls' clubs meetings are held practically
once a week
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TABLE NUMBER V
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE OF MEMBERS
AT FRIENDSHIP CLUB MEETINGS
BOYS’
CLUBS
AGE
RANGE
NUMBER OF
GROUP MEMBERS
AVERAGE
ATTENDANCE
AT MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE IN
PERCENTAGE
C 13-15 16 14 88
D 14-16 11 9 82
F 19-20 30 20 67
G 15-17 22 18 82
I 23-25 15 11 73
J 23-28 24 17 71
K 15-16 7 6 86
M 5-8 6 5 83
0 9-15 14 10 71
P 15-18 12 10 83
Q 9-12 15 15 100
R 12-14 16 13 83
S 13-16 16 11 73
T 12-15 8 6 75
Arithmetic Mean 79 , 8%
TABLE NUMBER VI
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE OF MEMBERS
AT FRIENDSHIP CLUB IffiETiNGS
GIRLS
’
CLUBS
AGE
RANGE
NUMBER OF
GROUP MEMBERS
AVERAGE
ATTENDANCE
AT MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE IN
PERCENTAGE
A 12-13 12 11 91
B 13-14 9 8 69
E 14-17 23 18 79
H 15-17 25 22 89
L 15-16 6 6 100
N 8-9 7 7 100
91,Arithmetic Mean
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In regard to cancelled meetings, eleven out of the fourteen
boys’ clubs never cancelled a meeting* Four of the six girls’ clubs
never cancelled a meeting* In neither case was a meeting considered
cancelled when it was beyond the control of the members*
In the comparison of each factor in Table Number VIII
on page 35, with the exception of D, the boys’ clubs showed greater
strength* The arithmetic mean for the boys' clubs was 74^ and for
the girls’ clubs, 60?^* We therefore conclude that loyalty to the
group tends to be stronger in boys' clubs than in girls' clubs*
To further substantiate and uphold the hypothesis that
loyalty to the group tends to be stronger in boys' clubs than in
girls' clubs, we would like to refer to the following:
In a girls’ group there is none* of
the deep seated, instinctive loyalty
which the members of a boys’ group
have for each other*®
6* Adams J* Puffer, The Boy and His Gang
,
Boston, N* Y*, etc*
Houghton, Mifflen Company, 1912, page 74*
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mBLE NUMBER VII
INSIGNIA OF CLUBS
NAMES OF
BOYS’ CLUBS
INSIGNIA
YES NO KINDS OF INSIGNIA
C
* T-shirts with special lettering
F * Stationery, mascot, cheers, jackets,
newspaper, pins, jerseys
6 J^ackets
I * Siationery
J Caps
K
M
0
P * Jackets, jerseys
Q
'R
S * Jerseys (.club rit\aals )
* Own club house wibh naine on it
• NAMES OF
GIRLS* CLUBS
A
B
E Jerseys
H Jackets
L
N Mascot (dog owned by one of the members
J
No. of clubs having insignia 11
No. of clubs having one insignia 9
No. of clubs having two kinds of insignia 1
No. of clubs having seven kinds of insignia 1
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TABLE NUMBER VIII
LOYALTY OF MEMBERS IN BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ CLUBS
BOYS’ CLUBS GIRLS’ CLUBS
a. Percentage of clubs in i»hich
examples of loyalty appeared
b. Percentage of clubs in iriiich
insignia appeared
o. Percentage of clubs in irtiich
there was no cancellation
of meetings
1^0 SZ%
57% 5(y%
79% 66%
d. Average percentage of
attendance of members 80^ 91^
Arithmetic mean
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CHAPTER VIII
ACTIVITIES OF THE FRIENDSHIP GROUP
A. Does the program tend to be limited?
B. Is the program built around social
and athletic activity?
C. Is the Friendship Group used as a
medium for co-ed activity?
D. Does the Friendship Group resist
contacts with outside groups?
Table Number IX on page 37 indicates the types of activity
engaged in by each club. In order to answer the above questions
adequately, it is necessary to study the activities of each club in
more detail.
It is important to mention the length of existence of each
club, for this factor could very easily have an effect on the types
of activities the club has participated in. The club that was in
existence for the full fifteen months upon which this study was based
would naturally have the opportunity to have more activity than one
that had been in existence for a period of only three or four months.
Just because a club had been in existence longer than another does
not necessarily mean that it would have engaged in more activity, but
we cannot deny the fact that it did have the opportunity with a longer
life to have engaged in a greater variety of activity. The age
range of the club members is also important to mention as every age
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Football
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Baseball
Ping Pong
Pool
Bowling
Hockey
Swimming
Track
Billiards
Bicycling
Indoor Games
Parties
Dances
Parents' Night
Meals
Cards
Music
Dramatics
Arts and Crafts
Movies
Newspaper
Debates
Religious
Lectures
Discussion
Fund Raising
Coxincil
Social Action
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Picnics
Hikes
Trips
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grouping has its own particular demands of the types of activity it
desires*
Besides the length of existence of the club, the makeup,
personality and needs of the individual members and the ability of the
leader of the club would also affect the type of program that the club
engaged in. In this thesis we did not attempt to go into the personality,
makeup and individual needs of the members, for this in itself could
have been the topic for another thesis*
We did feel it of value to mention the experience and
education of each leader, to get some understanding of the effect of
a leader's backgroxind on the program of the club*
All club activities mentioned here are up Tontil January 1, 1949*
Boys * Clubs
Club C
This club has been in existence for fifteen months. It has
had leadership for that same period of time, under its present leader*
The club’s leader is twenty-eight years of age and is a student at
a large local university* He has been a Boy Scout leader for a number
of years* He has also taught and has been a camp counselor for a
number of years. The activities of this club are built chiefly aroxmd
sports, having played a great deal of basketball, ping pong, pool,
and bowling. It has had a number of raffles which proved very
successful from the point of view of raising funds.
'^o *stnu:A«'t njtluol^tjxr tn^o s:tl BJ*rf gr^qi/cTs
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&JB dixebnde e at bfij? ©gx? iO a-ra©'^ drijic-^dntwd ai nebatX a'cfnXo erTT
lodctva £ 10*1 nabx>€.X &V00S Js no©d exm oH .\dx»ievixin XasoX ©jix^X a
xj no*i *\oIa«mJOo q<nao a naed end bna drign^d oaf a aari ab .anaaij ^0
fcu^ioia -^I'leirio dXxtfri mn dxfin zxild lo sfeldividoa ©riT .eii«»x 'tedmm
,Iooq ,gnoq gxixq ^XXaridejfeacf lo Iwb dj^^^tj* a b©\aXq snlvari «edicqc
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The club members have expressed a desire for co-ed activities
and the club hopes to have some social functions during the coming
year* The club has contributed money to the Combined Jewish Appeal
and the Community Fund* The club has had contacts with outside clubs
through their various athletic contests. Their interest in athletics
has been very strong*
Club D
This club has been in existence for eight months and has
had leadership with its present leader for the same period* Its
leader is twenty-nine years old and is a student at a large local
viniversity* He has been a Boy Scout leader, a camp counselor, a game
room director and has been leading clubs for the past few years*
The club has participated in athletics, chiefly basketball
and baseball* It has had a number of social activities consisting
mainly of parties and dances. The club also has run a raffle* It
has contributed money towards the Combined Jewish Appeal. Interest
in the athletic and social functions has been very strong* The
club has attended a number of social functions in other agencies* It
has also had contacts with other clubs through its athletic contests*
Club F
This club has been in existence for six years, has had
leadership for three and one-half years, two and one-half years of
which have been with its present leader* The leader is twenty-seven
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years old and is a graduate of a school of social work* He has had
a vast amount of experience in leading clubs both as a volunteer leader
and then as a paid professional worker*
The activities of the club have been extremely varied* In
athletics, basketball has occupied most of their time. Ihe club has
participated in many parties and dances* It runs an annual spring
dance at a public hall sponsored jointly with a girls' club at which
time an ad book is published* It has had a number of joint meetings
with girls' clubs* At two of these meetings there were informal dis-
cussions on teen-age relationships, one a debate on house dates, one
on going steady and the other a sex lecture* Ihe club has also had
discussions on Zionism and the United Nations*
The club has participated in dramatics, arts and crafts
and musical activities* Along religious lines it has conducted
services at each one of the Temples in Dorchester with members of the
club conducting the entire service*
The members of the club have seen a number of movies some
of which were "Make Way for Youth", "Racial Prejudice", and
"Palestine*" At the end of the year the club publishes an annxial
paper. The club has contrib\ited to the Combined Jewish Appeal,
Community Fund Drive, and to the Jewish National Fund. Before Palestine
(now Israel) was recognised as a Jewish state, the club sent post cards
to the President of the United States requesting this action*
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Last year the club sponsored a Parents' Night* At this
fimction the club members served the parents a supper which they
jj
prepared, followed by a program of skits, entertainment, and movies*
.! During the evening there was an opportunity for the different parents
i
to meet and also for the members to meet the parents of their friends
The club has established a loan fund which now totals
I
one hundred and twenty-five dollars and lends money to those members
I who are in need without an interest charge* The members contribute
!
I fifty cents a month to this fund*
Athletics and social functions are their main interests*
The club has had a great many contacts with outside groups
through their social functions, athletic contests, cultural programs
eind also their religious services iriiioh they conducted in various
Temples in Dorchester*
I
Club G
j
This club has been in existence for three years, has had
leadership for the same period of time, two years of which have been
with its present leader* The leader is an Evening School of Commerce
at one of our large local universities* He has had experience in
leading a number of clubs over the past four years*
The club has participated in practically all types of
athletics* It has had a number of parties both with the opposite sex
and for its own club members* The club has had a number of joint
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meetings with a girls’ club from the same agency. The club has
participated in a choral festival and has gone on several outings.
It has contributed to the Combined Jewish Appeal and has also worked
on the Supplies for Overseas campaign.
The activities listed by the leader as being of the
strongest interest to these members were athletics, parties and
outings.
The members of this club have had numerous contacts with
members of other clubs through their athletic contests, outings and
parties
.
Club I
This club has been in existence for three years. It does
not have a leader but the president in the club is the indigenous
leader. The president has had two years of college but no experience
in leading clubs. He has, however, been an officer of a great many
clubs. The club has participated in athletics, mainly baseball and
bowling. The club as a idiole has played cards but not during the
meetings. The nights they have played cards have not been the same
nights as their meetings.
It has had a number of parties both for themselves and with
members of the opposite sex. It has had many lectures at which the
topics for discussion were on law, psychology, and social service.
The club has had a number of picnics, outings, smokers and
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installation dinners. It has also participated in dramatics.
Ijany donations have been made, including the Zionist
organisations. Red Cross, Community Fund and the Combined Jewish
Appeal. It has contributed many gifts to veterans who are patients in
nearby hospitals. In addition, it has raised funds for a trophy and
a television set which were contributed to the agency where the club
meets
.
The most meaningful activities of this club have been
athletics, socials and fund raising.
The members of this club have had a great many contacts with
outside groups through their social functions, athletic contests, fund
raising activities, lecture series and visits to hospitals.
Club J
Club J has been in existence since 1936, with the exception
of the war years at which time its members were in service. The club
does not have any leader but is able to obtain advice from the staff
of the agency whenever it seeks it. The information on this club was
obtained from the secretary who is a certified public accountant and
a grad\iate of a large local university.
The club has participated in practically every form of
athletics. It recently put on its own dramatic show. The club has
had parties both for its own members and with members of the opposite
sex. It has also run a number of dances and has had a number of meals
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for its members and guests.
The club has contributed to the Red Cross, Community Fund
and the Combined Je'wish Appeal. It has contributed a radio to the
agency and at the present time is raising money for a television set
to be presented to the agency. Mien the weather is appropriate the
club hopes to have skiing trips, skating, tobboganning, hay rides
and sleigh ride parties for its members.
|
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Athletic and social functions are the most meaningful to '
the members of this club.
The members have had numerous contacts with outside groups
through its social and athletic functions and its fund raising
activities.
Cjub K
This club has been in existence for three years of which
two years have been guided by the present leader. The leader is
twenty-eight years old and has had three and one-half years of college
education. He has been the leader for the Boy Scouts and social clubs
for a number of years.
The members have participated in practically every form of
athletics. The club has had card parties outside of the regular
meeting time and no gambling has taken place. Last year the members
were especially interested in educational subjects and mostly in the '
discussion of scientific subjects. A number of the members were
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interested in going to college and as such interested and anxious to
get as much knowledge as possible through the club program.
The club has had a nimber of parties with members of the
opposite sex. They have had a nvimber of debates between members of
the club.
It has had a number of sex lectures idiich were sponsored by
the Massachusetts Society for Social Hygiene, Inc, The members of the
club are anxious to have more social functions with the members of
the opposite sex.
The club as a whole has donated money towards the Combined
Jewish Appeal and with money raised from participating in a Purim
carnival contributed a sum of money to the agency to be used for any
needy purpose. On one occasion the entire club visited Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and were guests at a nxamber of classes.
The strongest activities of this club are athletics,
parties and various forms of education.
The members of this group have had numerous contacts with
outside groups through their athletics, socials, lectures, and visits
to Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Club M
This club has been in existence for six months. It has had
a leader for the same period of time. The club is composed of boys
between the ages of five and eight. The leader is twenty-nine years
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old and has a Master’s degree in Education. He has had a great deal
of experience in leading clubs over the past five years.
The members have participated in the following types of
activities* softball, parties for the members alone, hikes, outings
and indoor games. The members have had discussion on different sub-
jects, however, they have been of a spontaneous rather than of a
planned nature. Up until the present time the club has had no oo-ed
activity.
The olub does plan to take trips to historical places of
interest in the near future.
The strongest activities for this group are outings and
indoor games.
The members of this club have not had any contacts with
any outside groups.
Club 0
Club 0 has been in existence for fifteen months, and has
had the present leader for six months# The leader is twenty-seven
years of age, is a graduate of a school of social work, and has had
about six years' experience in leading various types of clubs.
This club has participated in every type of sport, dependent
upon the season. It has had a number of parties both for the members
alone and with members of the opposite sex. The club has engaged in
musical activities, arts and crafts, and religious activities. It has
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Imade a number of trips, some of which include the baseball parks,
overni^^t camping trips. Children’s Museim, Hood’s milk plant in
Charlestown, the Angell Memorial Hospital, smd the circus at the
Boston Garden. The club has also had a number of dances. The club,
in addition, has sponsored an athletic night at irtiich prominent speakers
were obtained, movies were shown and awards were made.
In the future the club hopes to do something to help meet
some of the needs of the people within the community. The members also
hope to have more co-ed activity and engage in dramatics, boxing, and
hear a talk on vocational guidance. They also intend to visit an
airport.
The most meaningful activities to this group are athletics,
social functions and trips to various places of interest.
The club members have come in contact with outside groups
through their athletic contests, social functions and their trips.
Club P
Club P has been in existence for five and one-half years
and has had its present leader for one and one-half years. The
club’s leader is twenty-eight years old and has a Master’s degree in
Education. She has been leading clubs and doing youth work for the
past five years.
The club has participated in a great variety of activity.
The members have engaged in practically every type of sport activity.
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The club has attended a mass in a Catholic Church. It has visited
many business establishments. It has also engaged in dramatics, music
arts and crafts and a bridge party. In addition, it has also had a
nxjmber of parties both for the members alone and with members of the
opposite sex. The club has had a number of splash parties. On a few
occasions movies have been shown at the club meetings. The activities
of greatest meaning to this group are athletics, social functions, and
trips
.
The club members have had contacts with other groups through
their social and athletic functions.
Club Q
This club has been in existence for three months and has had
leadership for the same period from its present leader. The leader is
twenty years old and attending a large local university. He has had
experience for a nvnnber of years as a counselor in camp, leader of
various clubs and a gym instructor. The club has not participated in
any co-ed activities. It has had a number of parties for the boys
alone. In the athletic line the boys have participated in baseball,
football, basketball and swimming.
The members have made many trips to historical places of
interest and also to business plants. The boys have also made many
valuable articles through their arts and crafts activity.
The members have come in contact with outside groups through
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their athletic contests and trips to various places*
The most popular activities for this group have been
jl parties, athletics and trips*
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Club R
This club has been in existence for thirteen months and has
I
had its present leader for four months. The club’s leader is twenty
j
years old and is attending a large local xxniversity. His leadership
I experience has been rather limited.
The club has engaged in all types of athletics. No co-ed
' activity has been engaged in thus far by the club but it is antici-
pating having some joint functions with a girls’ club. Swimming is
i
a big interest to the members but due to the distance of the swimming
!
pool the club does not go very often.
The members have participated in a number of overnight hikes.
They recently had a fathers’ and sons’ banquet. Sometime dviring the
meeting the flag is saluted and at the conclusion, the Lord’s prayer
is recited. During the baseball season the club attends the major
I
league baseball games through the privilege extended to the club as a
jl
j
member of the Knothole Gang.
During a recent election, the father of one of the members
was running for representative of the district and the members went
out campaigning for him. The members have participated in an arts
and crafts program. Recently the club ran a sports night. In the
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future the club hopes to start an inter-club newspaper and a lecture
series on health education. The strongest activities of this group
are hikes and sports.
The members have had a number of contacts with outside
groups through their athletic contests.
Club S
This club has been in existence for fifteen months, and
its present leader has been with it for one year. The leader is
twenty-five years of age and is presently attending a large local
university. He has been leading clubs for the past three years. The
club has participated in practically all sports. It has had a number
of parties both for the boys alone and with members of the opposite
sex. The members have participated in an arts and crafts program.
The club has taken a n\amber of trips including a trip to
an ice cream plant, theatre and to a radio station.
The most meaningful activities of this group are athletics,
social fvinctions and trips.
The group has had a number of outside contacts through
their athletic contests, social functions and trips.
Club T
Club T has been in existence for seven months and had its
present leader for the same period of time. The leader is twenty-five
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years of age and is presently attending a large local university. He
has been leading clubs for the past three years. The club has
participated in all sports. The members have participated in an arts
j
and crafts program. Up to this time the club has not had any co-ed 1
activities. It has run a nxamber of parties for just the club members
alone. The club has made many trips including one to a radio station
and another to a theatre.
The activities most meaningful to this group are athletics
and trips
. !
!
The club members have come in contact with outside groups
j
through their athletic contests and trips.
|
I
Girls* Clubs
j
j
Club A
j
i
Club A has been in existence for three months and has had
j
its present leader for the same period of time. The leader is !
I
presently attending a large local college and has had previous experience
I
as a day camp counselor for two years, a game room supervisor, and a
club leader for a number of years.
!
j
^e club has had a number of parties for both its members
alone and with members of the opposite sex. It has engaged very
I
actively in dramatic activity. The members have also participated in i
an arts and crafts program. The club as a unit went on a bicycle trip
j
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and also worked on a knitting project*
Ih club plans to have a brunch in the future and to invite
another girls' club. It also has plans for putting on a play.
The most meaningful activities to these members are
dramatics and social functions.
The club has had no contacts with outside groups.
Club B
Club B has been in existence for sixteen months, and has had
its present leader for seven months. The leader is presently attending
a large local college and has had previous experience in leading one
other club.
The club has engaged very actively in dramatics and put
on its own play. It has run a nvmber of parties and dances to which
boys were invited. One large project the club worked on was the making
of scrap books which were sent to underprivileged children in an
East Boston orphanage.
The members hope in the future to be able to bring more
Jewish content into their program as they want to enrich their own
cultural background. They also hope to engage in some winter sports.
The most meaningful activities to the members of this group
are dramatics and social functions.
The members have had a nxmber of contacts with outside
groups through their visit to the East Boston orphanage and also their
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Club E
This club has been in existence for two years and has had its
present leader for the same period of time* The leader is a graduate
of a high school and is presently employed in secretarial work* The
club has engaged in a number of parties both for its own members and
members of the opposite sex* The club has also sponsored a number of
dances with boys' clubs* It has gone on picnics and roller skating
parties *
The club has put on its own play* The strongest activities
of this group are dramatics and social f\nactions*
The members of the club have had outside contacts through
their social functions*
Club H
! Club E has been in existence for three years and has had its
present leader for two years* The club's leader is a graduate of high
I
school and has taken a number of courses in an extension college* She
has led a number of girls' clubs over a period of three years*
I
The club has had a number of parties both for its own
members and members of the opposite sex* It has sponsored a nxamber of
r
i| dances to which boys* clubs were invited. The club recently put on its
il
j
own play. The girls have enjoyed softball contests with other clubs*
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The club had a lecture on vocational guidance and a speaker
was obtained from the Jewish Philanthropies* The club has contributed
to the Combined Jewish Appeal and helped out on a Supplies for Over-
seas drive* A parents' night is held once a year at which time a
program is put on for the parents and an opportunity is afforded to
the different parents to meet each other and also for the members to
meet the parents of their friends. The club plans to put on a
variety show in the near future*
The strongest activities of this club are dramatics and
social functions*
The members of the club have had a number of contacts with
outside groups through their athletic and cultural functions and
fund raising activities*
Club L
Club L has been in existence for three months vinder the
guidance of its present leader* The leader is presently attending
a graduate school of a large local university* She has had about six
years' experience in leading clubs* The club has had a number of
parties but up to the present time none with members of the opposite
sex* The club has also had a bowling contest for its members*
Inuring Christmas time the club helped to pack pop corn bags
and painted signs for publicity for the Christinas party*
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In the future the club hopes to go camping and prepare
their own meals. It also hopes to participate in a number of
winter sports. The club is not particularly anxious to have any
parties with boys as they attend dances in the agency and see boys
outside of the agency on "dates.”
The most meaningful activities for the members of this club
have been in the area of parties for the girls and service to the
agency.
The members of the club have not had any contacts with any
outside groups*
Club N
Club N has been in existence for trro years and under the
guidance of its present leader for three months. The leader is
presently attending a graduate school of social work at a large
local university. She has had about four years * experience in
leading clubs*
The club has had a niimber of parties for its own members
including a Christmas and a Hallowe'en party. It has participated
in music and arts and crafts activities. It has made a number of
trips some of which include a trip to a Unitarian church, one to
an Old Ladies’ Home and another to a coca-cola plant* The group also
had a discussion on the concept of God* Up to this time the group
has not had any co-ed activities* The members of the club have corres-
ponded with children from a German school and in the future hope to
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be able to send them some packages* The club also anticipates putting
on a play in the near future. Last year the club gave most of its
treasury to a camping fund to help send those children to camp Twho
could not afford to go.
The most meaningful activities to this group have been
parties, trips, and arts and crafts.
The members of the club have had mamerous contacts with
outside groups through their various trips and correspondence with
children from a German school.
CONCLUSIONS
A. Does the program tend to be limited?
From the account of the activities of each club previously
mentioned, it is obvious that the program of the clubs does not tend
to be limited. If we glance briefly at Table Number IX on page 3?,
we will see that the activities of the clubs include practically
every possible type of program. In no case do we find any club with
less than three major activities. In one case we find a club
participating in fifteen activities. In fourteen out of the twenty
clubs, the program contained more than six different types of
activities.
We feel that the material presented indicates that programs
of Friendship Groups does not tend to be limited.
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B. Is the program built around social suad
athletic activity?
I! Boys’ Clubs
,1
f
II
Table Number X on page 58 summarizes the strongest or most
'I
Ij
meaningful activity of each group* Thirteen out of the fourteen clubs
I
participated in some kind of socials. Eight of the fourteen clubs
i|
I
engaged in some type of trip, •iriiich may have included hikes, outings
!
j
and picnics. One of the fourteen clubs engaged very actively in
I
indoor games and one in fxind raising.
I
We therefore conclude that in boys’ clubs the program is
chiefly built arotind athletics, socials, and to a lesser degree
around trips.
I
Girls * Clubs
Table Number X on page 58 summarizes the most meaningful
j
activity of each club. All of the six girls' clubs engage actively
^ in social functions. Four of the six clubs participate strongly in
dramatics. One of the club’s basic activities is arts and crafts,
ii
I
[|
another, service to the agency, and still another, trips.
I
We therefore conclude that in girls’ clubs the program
I
is chiefly built around socials, and to a lesser degree around
dramatics.
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TABLE NUMBER X
STRONGEST ACTIVITIES OF EACH CLUB
Name of Clubs
Boys Activities
C Athletics
D Athletics *Socials
F Athletics Socials
6 Athletics Socials Trips
I Athletics Socials Trips Fund Raising
J Athletics Socials
K Athletics Socials
M Socials Trips Indoor games
0 Athletics Socials Trips
P Athletics Socials Trips
Q Athletics Socials
R Athletics Trips
S Athletics Socials Trips
T Athletics Socials Trips
Girls
A Socials Dramatics Service to
Agency
B Socials Dramatics
E Socials Dramatics
H Socials dramatic
8
L Socials
N Arts & Craf"fcs Socials Trips
Jiep'resents activities inlth the opposite sex
Boys ’ Clubs
No. in "Which athletics are a strong activity 13
No. in "which socials are a strong activi"by 12
No. in which trips are a strong activity 8
No. in which fund raising is a strong activity 1
No. in "which indoor games are a strong activity 1
Girls* Clubs
No. in Tdiich socials are a strong activity 6
No. in which drsonatics are a strong activity 4
No, in "Which arts and crafts are a strong activity 1
No. in ^ich service to agency is a strong activity 1
No. in which trips are a strong activity 1

C. Is the Friendship Group used as a medixaa
for co-ed activity?
Since Club M has an age range from five to eight and
Club N an age range from eight to nine and contacts with the opposite
sex are not so important with members of the opposite sex within thes
age ranges, we do not feel it justified to take these clubs into
consideration in answering this question.
Out of the eighteen groups, then, we find that thirteen of
them use the group as a medi\im for co-ed activity.
We therefore conclude that the Friendship Group tends to
be used as a medium for co-ed activity.
D. Does the Friendship Group resist contacts
with outside groups?
All the boys’ clubs with the exception of one had contacts
with an outside group.
In only one of the six girls' clubs did the members fail
to have contact with an outside group.
In eighteen out of the total twenty clubs studied the
members had contacts with an outside group.
We therefore conclude that the Friendship Group does not
resist contacts with outside groups.
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CHAPTER IX
FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Since only four agencies were selected from which to study
the Friendship Groups, we can say that the following results are true
of the Friendship Groups in those agencies only. However, we do feel
that the results can shed some light on the component elements and
activities of Friendship Groups in other agencies as well,
1, There is a slight tendency for the
age range to be between thirteen
and twenty.
2. The Friendship Group is a one sex group,
3, Admission to the Friendship Group tends
to be closed. New members must have
approval of present members,
4. The Friendship Group is a homogeneous
type of grouping.
4a. It is not incapable of absorbing
differences.
5. Lojra.lty to the group tends to be stronger
in boys’ clubs than in girls' clubs,
6, a. The programs of the Friendship Group are
not limited,
b. In boys’ clubs the program is built chiefly
around athletics and socials and to a lesser
degree around trips.
c. In girls’ clubs the program is built chiefly
around socials and to a lesser degree
around dramatics.
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In both the boys* and girls’ groups
there is a variety of other activities
though of lesser importance to the groups.
7. The Friendship Group tends to be used as
a medium for co-ed activity.
0. Ihe Friendship Group does not resist
contacts with outside groups.
It will be noticed that numbers 1, 4a, 6a, and 8 above
differ with the original hypotheses as presented by Professor Bernstein
for study.
From this thesis we have obtained a better picture and
understanding of the elements that make up a Friendship Group and
also the type of program that it carries on. Many agencies have
opposed this type of grouping and the material presented in this
thesis may be of value to them in determining whether or not their
reasons for opposition are justified.
The possibilities for development that are latent in the
groups are numerous. The Friendship Group provides the opportunities
for working out individual needs as various members present them
through the demands of the program. Uie program gives the concrete
materials in which each member can not only satisfy his need, but do
it in ways which teach him to co-operate for the good of the group.
The club program to be of any value should grow out of the inmediate
needs and interests of the members.
As pointed out, the program of the Friendship Group is not
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limited and gives the members a diversified and flexible range of
activities* This type of club lends itself to good group work. In
group work we are concerned with balancing the program and preventing
the overemphasizing of any one activity.
The purpose of group work is not to
train specialists or craftsmen but
to develop full and balanced person-
alities."^
Ihe Friendship Group represents an age where there is a
strong desire to mix with members of the opposite sex. During this
age they do not have the courage to approach the other sex one by one,
they need the gang. Through the Friendship Group members are afforded
I
the opportunity to satisfy this desire.
'! The values that are inherent in a
I
socially sanctioned outlet for the
individual's psychological drives
can hardly be overestimated.®
' The leaders of the Friendship Groups have been able to open the
l!
I,
I channels that lead freely into not only immediate pleasxires but the
pleasures also of social acceptance by the wider community*
'! In the Friendship Group members have generally the same
j
background which makes for a homogeneous group facing similar social
j
!' and economic problems. In helping the individuals to meet problems
7. Seunuel R. Slavson, Creative Group Education, N. Y.
Associated Press, 1945, page 8.
8, Grace L, Coyle, Group Work with American Youth
,
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1948, page 170.
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in making an adjustment to society, the leaders have an opportunity
to work with the group as a whole in relation to its background. The
small numbers and common background of its members also make possible
a more complete understanding of each individual by the leader, so
that individual adjustments may be also more easily effected*
The gang is a natural and a necessary
stage in normal development* Carefully
watched and widely controlled, it is
both the most natural and the least
expensive instrument that we can employ
to help our children through one of the
most critical periods of their lives*
Nine-tenths of the gang’s activities
depend on primitive instinctive impulses,
which cannot be suppressed, and which need
only to be sanely guided to carry the boy
along the path which nature has marked out
and bring him out at the end a useful
citizen and a good man.^
Of all the gang-nurtured social virtues,
loyalty and its allies stand easily first.
In the gang, we find the natural time and
place for the someTfrtiat sudden birth and
development of that spirit of loyalty which
is the foundation of most of our social
relations. We must in short, look upon the
gang as nature’s special training-school for
the social virtues. Only by associating
himself with other boys can any youth learn
the knack of getting on with his fellow men,
acquire and practice cooperation, self-
sacrifice, loyalty, fidelity, team play and
in general prepare himself to live and work
in a democracy.lO
9. Adams J. Puffer, The Boy and His Gang
,
Boston, N. Y. etc.
Houghton, Mifflen Co., 1912, page 142.
10. Ibid, page 143.
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In this thesis we have tested the proposed hypotheses for
validity. We hope also to have shed some light on the value of
Friendship Groups both for the individual members and for the group
itself.
We feel that the Friendship Group with its free choice of
friends and activities does recommend encouragement.
We would like to point out here the importance of having
capable and well qualified individuals as leaders of our clubs.
Some important contributions qualified leaders can make in their
relationships with the members are as follows *
1. Influence the characters of the
members in a positive manner.
2. Create an enriching environment for
the club members.
3. Contribute to the real learning of
the members.
4. Help to arouse and stimulate real
felt interest and guide the group in
a purposeful activity.
5. Recognize opportunities to stimulate
creativity.
If we look back into the activities of each club we will
find that those clubs with the greatest range of activities were
those whose leaders had the most experience and education.
Certainly developing a well rounded program on the basis
of vital group interests is one criteria for good group leadership.
We do not necessarily say that with education and experience
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one can become a good leader but rather with these assets a person
is better equipped to lead and guide a club.
Group work has been defined by Dr. Zander, of the Springfield
College, as an activity of voluntary groups vrith the assistance of
a group leader. It aims at the development and social adjustment
of the individual through participation in a group which he respects
and to which he feels that he belongs. The leader has an important
role in the process. He guides the experience and helps the group
members to profit from it.
It is obvious that to do good group work we
must have a corps of interested, reliable,
intelligent and trained group leaders. They
should possess good personal qualifications -
emotional adjustment and maturity, dependability
and resourcefulness. They should have a real
interest in the work and be capable of respecting
the children as personalities. They should be
people of ideals, of social vision, of deep
spiritual feeling and understanding of
human problems .TT
Group leadership is not easy but hard. From our point of
view a poor leader is worse than no leader at all. Let us remember
that in the leadership of a group an individual assiames a social
responsibility of vital importance to the group members, the
community at large and to the leader himself. It behooves every
person who is hiring an individvial to lead clulsnot only to
obtain the best qualified person available but in addition to add to
the continual growth of the leader through training and supervision.
11. Louis Kraft, Kew Trends in Group Work
,
edited by
Joshvia Lieberman, "Developing the Person as a Leader”
N. Y. Associated Fress, page 165.
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In the writing of this thesis many questions have come
to our mind. We feel and also recommend that further studies be
made on these subjects as the material gathered could be of value
to those of us not only in the social work profession but in other
allied fields as well.
1. Is there a correlation between a
person's intelligence with that of
the friends he associates with?
2. Is athletic competition harmful or
destructive in promoting tolerance
among groups of different religions
and colors?
3. Do PViendship Groups promote tolerance?
4. Do clubs resist leadership?
5. What is the effect of leaders of
different religious denominations
or of different color than those
of the members, on the group or on
the members themselves?
Approved,
Richard K. Conant
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Leaders Background
Instructions; This questionaire is for information on you,
the group leader* Please answer all questions.
1# Leaders name
^
please print last first initial
2. Aro 3, Sex M. P, 4, Race; white negro.
other
y/rite in
5, Occupation or school
6, Education
high school college grad, school.
7, Length of Association with agency; months years
8, Length of time as a leader of the group in question;
months years
9, Did you know group members before you became their leader?
ye s_^ no
If so, Indicate the length of such contact; months years
f
10, If so, indicate degree of relationship by checking only one;
close relationship fair knowledge casual
11. Have you had previous youth experience, such as boy scout
leader, club leader, camp counselor, teacher etc?
ye s n o^^
if so, indicate the kind and length
kind ^months years^__
kind months years
KIND " "
kind ” ”
kind ^
”
kind ”
““
„ „
12,
Is your leader »s job paid in connection with the group
in question or volunteer 7
, Js this the only club or activity you lead for the agency?
yes no
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!• Name of Agency
2, Name of Club
3* Name of Leader
4, What is the sax of the group?
check one
all male
all female
mixed no, of boys no* of girls
5, Has it always been of this sex?
yes
no
6* Period Covered: From Oct 1947 to the present time. If you
were not the leader of the club last year, check person
with whom you consulted to get additional information,
pres, of club past leader others
member " " staff member
—rrsT~
7, How long has club been in existence?
months years
8* How long has club had leadership?
months years
9, How, by whom and for reason was club started?
(us© as Sufficient space as necessary to answer
question adequately)
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10. Does club have a constitution?
yes
no
11. If so does it limit the number of members?
yes to how many
^no
12. v/hat are the requirements for admission if nev/ members
are taken in?
13* Are members of other religious denominations or of
different color barred if they wish to join the club?
yes
no
14, V7hat is the procedure for admitting new members?
15.« Does you club use the blackball system?
yes
no
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16, Was a person ever blackballed?
yes
no
17, If so, v/hat were the reasons (if known)?
18. V/as a member ever discharged or asked to resign from club?
yes
no
19. If so, what v/ero the reasons (if knovm)?

20 .
tt any Infprmatioh is unknown^ leave space blank
Namd Age Religion Nationality Color School Grade
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Additional information on momtors is to to submitted on page ftvs.
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Insert appropriate numbers against each name as classified below
»IntellifiQnce
B • C « D •
How close does this
Occupation Range Of member live to a
Of Father Family Income majority of members?
1 .
2
.
3,
4
.
5 *
6 «
7.
8 ,
9.
10 .
11 .
12
.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
A. ’jUntelligence
1 . Above average intelligence
2. average Intelligence
3. below average intelligence
B. Occupation of Father
1. ^Professional
”
2. V/hite collar
3. Factory worker
4. Shopkeeper
5. Other (list)
C. Range of Family Income D. Closeness to a majority of mem' »
1. bver v4,'6o0 i. over 1 mile bers «
2. Over (>3,000 and less than $4,000 2. under 1 mile
3. TTnder $3,000 3. under 1/2 mile
^Intelligence of a person is to be based solely on leader's judgment
of the person in relation to his or her age.
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2!L* Hov/ ofton does your club meet?
once a v/eek
tv/ice a ’*
once in two v^eeks •
^^othorwise (please state)22,
How many members usually attend meetings?23,
\>7hy have members dropped on the inactive list?
examples finishing of school, no further interest etc.
24,
Have meetings ever boon cancelled?
yes
no
25o If so, hov/ many times that you can remember?
26, V\That v/as the cause of each cancellation?
27, If membca?s have been out sick has club over sent visitors,
letters or gifts?
yes
no
28ft Can you think of any examples where members have been
especially loyal to the club,?
yes
no
29, If so, describe:
30^ Is there any identifying insignia for the group ?
yes
no
If so of what form?
jackets rings others (list)
sweaters pins
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31* In what ^activities has your group engaged?
check most
appropriate Interest
S trong Fairly strong ^eak
Parties (for hoys alone)
Athletics
^Dramatics
Mus i c
Arts and crafts
'
Choral
Religious
Trips to business plants
Others (please list)
32, Who initiated these activities?
one or more club members
_
director Others (list)
leader parents
33* Has your club ever participated in co-ed activities?
yes
no
34 o If so, what type of a function was it?
check most
appropriate interest
Strong fairly strong Weak
Dance
Party
^Lecture
.
^Lecture and dance
'
Ifleal
Others (list)
35# Who initiated these activities?
one or more club members director others (list)
leader ___parents
36* Has your club ever participated in a campaign to raise for an
orgapAaation larger than this group? Ex,community fund*
yes
no
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37, If so, what was the name of the organization (s)«?
38* Who initiated this activity?
one or more club members director others (list)
leader parents
39 « Has your club ever participated in
1* Any activity to help out another group in the U.S. or abroad?
^yes
no
2, any activity to promote certain legislation?
yes
no
3, anything else to promote constructive social change?
yes
no
4, If the answers to any of the above have been yes
describe in detail the type of activity^
40, V/ho initiated these activities?
one or more club members director Others (list)
^leader parents
41, Does your club participate in a house council?
yes
^no
42, If so, who initiated this participation?
^one or more club members director others (list)
_
leader parents
43, Check the attitude most appropriate of the delegate or
delegates to council?
enthusiastic
moderately interested
^uainterested
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44, Check the attitude of the rest of the group towards the
council
«
enthusiastic
moderately Interested
uninteres ted
45 » Have any people outside of the regular leader and staff of
the agency ever helped out in some phases of the activities
of the group?
yes
no
If so, who?
46* Are there any activities planned by your club for the coming
season that club has never participated in?
^yes
no
If so list activities
4(IIi» Vlho suggested these activities?
one or more club members director others (list)
pleader parents
48* Has club, as a club, had contacts with people different
from themselves in regard to nationality, religion or color?
yes
no
49* If so who initiated this contact?
one or more club members director others (list)
leader parents
50. Describe the nature of contact, or contacts.
51* Comment on v/hat values if any this experience had for
the members*
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